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Consistent data grid  
user experience
Pronto Xi administrators are 
able to set up data grid views 
that complement and support 
business processes.  

These views can be easily replicated 
for other users – ensuring a consistent 
and productive Pronto Xi user 
experience for everyone.
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Replicating data grid views for selected users

Summary of all errors logs 

Enhanced error logs
This update simplifies troubleshooting 
by presenting error log information in 
a way that is easy to read and review.
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Creating a list of users to grant access to the Pronto Xi file system

Selected whitelisted users can now 
be granted access to the Pronto Xi 
file system. Addition of these users is 

completed via the module functions – 
making it convenient to configure  
and maintain.

Secure file system setup
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New IBM Cognos 
Analytics reports
A fresh set of out-of-the-box reports have been added with this  
release including:

Dynamic statement of financial 
performance

Users can access insights on 
any selected GL hierarchy and 
drill-down to details via this fully 
interactive report.

Sales by customer

Keep accurate track of the best and 
worst performing products with the 
ability to apply filters to focus on the 
figures that matter the most.

Fixed assets status

Assets that have been entered,  
but not updated to the register can 
now be reviewed beforehand. This 
reduces input errors and ensures the 
assets are appropriately capitalised.

A detailed report for all fixed assets in ‘Entered’ status with filters

Business Intelligence 
Visualisations
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When a user, such as a sales 
representative, deletes a calendar 
entry in their external calendar 
application, this action will now be 

synced to Pronto Xi. The feature is 
compatible with Microsoft Exchange, 
Office 365 and Google.

Calendar 
synchronisation to CRM
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Retail

Pronto Xi Point of Sale (POS) users are 
now able to print pre-configured gift 
receipts at the completion of a sale. 

The search criteria has also been 
enhanced with additional parameters 
to fine-tune search results.

Print gift receipts

Printing of pre-configured gift receipts at the completion of sale
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POS macro maintenance 
improvements
Pronto Xi administrators can now 
easily create multi-POS skins by 
adding actions and macros directly  
to the grid maintenance screen.

Adding macros to the grid maintenance screen

POS admins are able to add the 
email address of a customer to a 
POS skin, if the customer is selected 
for the current sale. This change 

complements the existing capability 
to show additional details about the 
customer, such as their name, phone 
number and more.

Add email address to a POS skin

Save and exit a resumed  
backorder
Pronto Xi POS users can now exit a 
resumed backorder without the need 
to go through a payment cycle.
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About Pronto Software

We are an Australian developer of award winning business management 
and analytics solutions. Pronto Xi, our Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) software, integrates accounting, operational and mobile features 
in a single system – optimising business processes and unlocking 
actionable insights. That's why for more than 40 years, over 1,700 
Australian and global organisations, across a wide range of industries, 
have trusted Pronto Xi to simplify their most complex challenges. 

With headquarters and our Development Centre located in Melbourne, 
we have support offices and consultants based across Australia, as 
well as a global network of Resellers and Solution Partners. Specialised 
business units within Pronto Software have the expertise to assist you 
with pivotal technology – Digital Commerce with Pronto Woven, Cloud 
and Hosting services with Pronto Cloud and Business Intelligence 
solutions with Pronto iQ.

This document contains statements related to our current and future developments that may constitute forward-looking 
statements. They are subject to changes and may be available in a Pronto Xi 760 service pack or future release of Pronto Xi. 

Pronto Software, Pronto, Pronto Xi, the Pronto interrobang logo, the P interrobang logo, Pronto Woven, Pronto iQ and 
Pronto Cloud are all registered trademarks of Pronto Software Limited.

All other marks are the property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2020 Pronto Software Limited (ABN 47001337248)
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